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1. INTRODUCTION 
Peng considered the differential equations: 
where x(t) E Rn, real +dimensional space, t E R, and Q is a compact set in R*l. 
IYIe assumed that f and af/&v are continuous in (x, q). A measurable function 
q. from R to Q is called adTnissible, and for a particular us and admissible 
function 4s) the corresponding trajectory is $(x,, , 4s) t); that is, +(x0 ,qs I t) 
is the solution of k = f(x(t), q(t)) satisfying x(0) = ~a . 
Peng defines a positively quasi-invariant set N as a set such that for any ~a 
in N, there is a sequence {@} of admissible functions such that as k + CQ 
$(X0 , yk:, t) converges to a function 2/(t) uniformly on bounded sets in (0, 00) 
and #(t) remains in N for all t > 0. 
He then established under an assumption Al that if +(x,, r 4, t) is bounded 
as t + CQ for some admissible 9, then the positive limit set P+(x, , 4) is a 
positively quasi-invariant set. Assumption AI is that for each T 3 0 and 
each bounded set B in R”, there exists a bounded set A(B, T) such that 
$(~a, 9, t) is in A(B, T) for all admissible q’s, all x,, in B and all t in [0, T]. 
This result implies that if there exists some set E in A” such that solutions 
+(.x,, , q, ‘) for each admissible q approach E as t -+ co, then all bounded 
solutions must approach the largest positively quasi-invariant subset of E 
as t -+ CO. This invariance principle follows by observing that (1) each 
bounded solution approaches its positive limit set as t + 00, (2) the positive 
limit sets are each positively quasi invariant and are contained in E, and (3) the 
union of positively quasi-invariant sets is positively quasi invariant. 
In a typical application, Liapunov theory may be used to shaw that all 
solutions are bounded and approach a subset of R” as t - KJ. It may be 
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possible to show that the origin is the only positively quasi-invariant set 
contained in this subset. Then it follows that all solutions approach the 
origin as t --z CO. A generalized version of this invariance principle is 
established in Section 7 of this paper. 
Peng uses his invariance principle to obtain conditions for a Liapunov 
function V(X) to be an upper bound for the cost functional of a feedback 
control problem when the unknown parameter q(t) may be any admissible 
function. He also obtains new sufficient conditions for the asymptotic 
stability of nonautonomous systems. 
The theory of dynamical systems has often been used in studying invariance 
and stability properties for autonomous, periodic, and almost periodic 
differential equations [7-91. More recently Miller and Sell [2-61 have shown 
how this approach, using a theory of local semiflows, can be extended to 
include a class of nonautonomous differential equations and Volterra integral 
equations. They define a local semiflow function r from Y x W x R+ into 
Y x W where W is an open subset of a metric space x, Rf is (0, co), and Y 
is a metric space on a set of functions from TV x R+ into RR". For a point p in 
Y x w,,p = [f,xo]; 
+, Q = rft 9 Go ,f, 41 (2) 
where ft(x, T) = f( X, T + t) for all (x, T) in the domain off and +(x,, , f, t) 
is the solution of 
The space x is Rn for differential equations and is an appropriate space of 
functions in applications to Volterra integral equations. 
The results of Miller and Sell are of considerable generality and one would 
expect that they contained Peng’s invariance property as a special case. It 
comes, therefore, as a surprise to discover that the differential equations 
considered by Peng do not satisfy the conditions assumed by Miller and Sell 
for an invariance property. The di&ulty is that they assume that the motion 
n(p, t) as t varies from 0 to cc for a fixed p must be contained in a compact 
set in Y x W. In order for this to be true, not only must the solution to the 
differential equation be contained in a compact set in W, but the closure in Y 
of the set of functions {fg t E [0, co)> must be compact. It is easy to produce 
a function which satisfies Peng’s invariance property but which does not 
satisfy the above compactness criteria for any of the spaces Y considered by 
Miller and Sell. 
In this paper a different metric space is used and verifiable conditions on f 
are obtained which assure that the desired sufficient compactness criteria 
are satisfied. Peng’s results are then extended using this metric. 
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In Section 2 of this paper basic results of the Miller and Sell theory are 
summarized and it is shown that they do not cover Peng’s invariance principle. 
Section 3 describes a different topology on a space of functions which 
comprise the right-hand side of an ordinary differential equation. Section 4 
gives conditions on the function f sufficient to assure that the function v 
defined in (2) generates a local semiflow with this topology. In Section 5 it is 
shown that under a convenient set of verifiable conditions the motion of the 
function z is contained in a compact set in the range space. Section 6 
generalizes some of Sell’s results and applies them to prove and extend Peng’s 
invariance result. Section 7 presents a generalized invariance principle along 
with applications using Liapunov stability theory. Section 8 suggests the use 
of a similar topology for functional differential equations. 
2. BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS 
In Refs. [2, 31 Sell considers differential equations of the form 3i = f(~, t) 
for continuous functions f from IV x R ---f R" where IV is an open set in R”. 
He uses the function rr in (2) above to construct what he calls a local dynamical 
system on 9 x IV where 9 is the closure under the metric pc (defined below) 
of the set (ft: t E (-co, co)). He then defines limiting equations as differential 
equations in which the function is the first component of a point in the 
positive limit set for the motion of the local dynamical system. Several 
invariance and stability results are obtained for solutions of the limiting 
equations and the behavior of solutions of the original equation is related 
to the behavior of solutions to these limiting equations. Some of these results 
are quite similar in form to those of Peng. 
In order to assure the existence of limiting equations as well as to prove the 
invariance theorems, the trajectory n( p, tj for t > 0 must be in a compact set 
in .F x IV. It is in this requirement that the topology on -9 becomes crucial. 
Sell’s metric pc is defined for f, g E 9 as follows. Let (K,}g, be a sequence 
of compact sets in W x R such that K,, C Krifl I 1~ = 1, 2,..., and 
Then 
Pdh s> = pz 
sup{] f(X, t) - g(:v, t)l: (X, f) E K,) 
1 + sup{] f(X, t) - g&Y, t)\ : (X, t)E . (3) 
The resulting topology can also be characterized by its convergence properties. 
If {fri>~c=l is a sequence in 9, then fn + f. in .F as ~z + DZ if and only if 
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fn(x, t) +fO(x, t) as n + 03 for each (x, t) in IV x R and the convergence is 
uniform on compact subsets of IV x R. 
Miller and Sell [4, 51 have extended the above approach to study Volterra 
integral equations of the form 
x(t) = f(t) + jot&, s, x(s)] ds (4) 
for appropriate classes of functions f and g having range in R”. They use 
another topology denoted by G,* for the t translates of g. The topology G,* 
(defined subsequently) can be applied to functions of two variables (t and X) 
and turns out to be weaker than F. 
Miller [6] recognized the fact that one is usually interested in the positive 
motion of a system and he defined a local semiflow as a formalization of Sell’s 
local dynamical system restricted to t 3 0. His definition which will be used 
for this paper is given below. 
DEFINITION 1. A local semiflow on a metric space X is defined by 
Miller [6] as follows. Let S = {(p, t): p E g, t E [0, a(p)) where 0 < a(p) < NJ} 
and let n be a function from S into g. Then the pair (7r, S) is called a local 
semiflow on 3 if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(Sl) 
(S-a 
(S3) 
(S4) 
(S5) 
QT is continuous on S in the pair (p, t); 
?r(p, 0) = p for all p in Y; 
if t E [0, a(p)) and Y E [0, ol(rr(p, t))), then t + Y E [0, a(p)) and 
+-($5 q, 71 = +, t + r>; 
for any sequence p,,, in X if p, -+ p, then a(p) < lim inf I 
asn+ co; 
the intervals [0, a(p)) are maximal in the sense that if a(p) < co 
then the closure of the set (~(p, t); t E [0, a(p))} is not compact 
in g. 
The orbit through p is the set r(p) = {m(p, t); t E [0, a(p))} and for 
points p such that a(p) = cc), the w-limit set Q(p) is defined by Q(p) = 
n {closure r[r(p, t)]: t E [0, a)}. A subset A of xis called positively invariant 
with respect to m if p E A implies a(p) = co and r(p) C A. 
Sell [2] defined a local dynamical system in essentially the same fashion 
except that r is also assumed to have a maximal negative extension. If 
m(p, t) is defined on (-co, ok) for each p E A and remains in A for all 
t E (--CD, co), then A is called invariant with respect to ?T. A standard result 
in Ref. [IO] for general dynamical systems is that if r(p) is contained in a 
compact subset of g, then Al = co and Q(p) is nonempty, compact, and 
invariant with respect to 7~. 
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In this paper the following type of nonautonomous differential equation is 
considered 
2 = f(x, t), x(0) = x0 ) (5) 
or in integral form 
x(t) = x0 + jtf(x(s), s) ds. 
0 
It is assumed that f is defined on IV x R+ (W is an open set in R”), is 
continuous in h: for each t and measurable in t for each x and satisfies the 
following conditions for each compact set A C IV 
/ f (x, t)/ < nz,(t) for all .t* E A where m,(t) is 
locally L,(R+; R+), and 
1 f(x, t) -f (y, t)l < Kd(t) / x - y ) for all s, y E ;12 
and KA(t) is locally L,(R+; Rf). 
P-1) 
(T2) 
A function m is called locally L, if for each bounded measurable set 3 
in R+, JB j IIZ(S)~” ds is bounded. 
Miller and Sell [4] have shown that if f satisfies (Tl) and (T2), then for 
each x0 E IV, (5) has a unique solution +(x0 , f, t) in IV defined on a nonempty 
maximal interval of definition and satisfying the differential equation for d 
almost everywhere in R+. 
The semiflow function n defined in Eq. (2) is used by Miller and Sell [4, 5] 
for functions satisfying (Tl) and (T2). The metric on which the semiflow 
is defined is the cross-product of a specified function space (for example G,*) 
and W. 
Properties (S2), (S3), and (S5) follow immediately from Ref. [4] and the 
definition of z (with [0, a(f, x)) the maximal interval of defmition of the 
solution $(.r, f, t) on R+). In order for (Sl) and (S4) to be meaningful the 
functions ft must be imbedded in an appropriate metric topology. Under the 
topology 9 used by Sell with the metric pG , the space of continuous functions 
from IV x R + R” is a complete metric space [2]. The topology G,‘h is used 
by WIiller and Sell [4, 51 for functions satisfying (Tl) and (T2) with the 
functions llzA and KA locally L,(R+; R+). For some p E [l, co), fit -+ f in G,:” 
as 11---f cc if for each compact set K in W and each compact set I in R+, 
sup 
IJ 
; [ fJx(s), S) - f (x(s), s)l’ ds: x E C(I; R)] + 0 as n--t co. 
(6) 
The set C(I, K) is the set of continuous functions from f to I<. This topology 
is also metrizable [5] and it is easily shown that 9 is a stronger topology 
than G,*. 
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Using the topology 9 and the theory of topological dynamics, Sell [3] 
obtains invariance results such as the following: if f is a continuous function 
from IV x R + R” and if the associated differential equation has unique 
solutions, then if the motion TQ, x, t) for t E [0, co) is contained in a compact 
set in 9 x JY, and if (f * , x*) is in its positive limit set, then the solution 
$(x*,f*, t) of the associated differential equation is contained for all t E R 
in the positive limit set of the solution 4(x, f, t). 
This result is very similar to Peng’s result with 4(x*, f *, t) serving the role 
of Peng’s limit function #(t), the positive limit set of $(x,f, t) serving as the 
positively quasi-invariant set, and a set ft, of time translates off replacing 
the functions f (x, +Jt)). Peng’s result, unlike Sell’s, applies to functions 
which are not necessarily continuous in f. This restriction can be overcome 
using G,*. However, Peng’s invariance property cannot be obtained using 9 
or G,* because the set of time translates of some of the functions considered 
by Peng may not be contained in a compact set in 9 or G,*. One such 
function is 
f(x, q(t)) = q(t) = sin et. (7) 
It is easily verified that this function satisfies Peng’s assumption (Al). If 
{ft: t E [0, co)} were contained in a compact set in GD*, then any sequence 
(f,>zcl would have a Cauchy subsequence. Therefore, to prove {ft; t E [0, co)} 
is not in a compact set in G,* it is sufficient to show that {ft,} is not Cauchy 
in G,* for any sequence with t, + co as n + 03. It will then follow that 
no such subsequence can be Cauchy in the stronger topology 9 and, 
therefore, (ft: t E [0, CD)} is not contained in a compact set in 9 either. 
If t,n + 03 as ?a + co and {ft,} were Cauchy in G,*, then for each T, 
.T 
J ’ sin e(t+Tn) - sin e(t+Tm) In dt -+ 0 as m, 12 -+ co. (8) 0 
Let (T = et. Then the above integral becomes: 
.e T 
J 
do ,T 
) sin t?*a - sin eTma 1’ da. (9) 
1 
) sin e’% - sin er% 1’ T 3 eKT 
s 1 
First choose T.?~ large enough so that sin e% goes through several cycles as 0 
varies from 1 to eT. Then if 71n is chosen such that er, > 3ern, then sin e7ma 
is negative at least one-third of the time on each interval where sin e7*u > Q. 
Since the latter condition is satisfied one-third of the time on each cycle, 
the condition on T.~ assures that sin e7no > 4 at least 20% of the time on 
[I, eTl. 
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Combining these observations gives: 
s 
eT 
f?-T 1 sin eT”O - sin eT% 1’ 0% 2 (l/15)(&)V (1 - e-r). (10) 
1 
This contradiction establishes that (ft: t E I?+> is not compact in 9 or G,*. 
3. THE TOPOLOGIES 4 AND ff 
An indefinite integral topology denoted by 9 will now be introduced 
which is weaker than G,* and which has for a class of functions 
including those considered by Peng, the property that the set .[fi: t E R-) 
is contained in a compact subset of 9 and properties (Slj-(SS) are satisfied 
with rr as previously defined. 
For functions f satisfying (Tl) and (T2), clearly all translate functions,& 
also satisfy these conditions. For functions satisfying (Tl) and (T2) letfn + g 
in 9 as 72 3 co mean that for each compact set 9 in Wand each finite Tin Rf. 
SUP / St Mx, 4 - .&, 41 ds j - 0 as 12--t co. 
tftO,Tl,~A o 
(11) 
This space is metrizable with metric p defined by p(f, g) = p,(F, G) where pc 
is the metric for the compact open topology used by Sell [2, 31 and F and G 
are defined by 
F(x, t) = yf(x, s) ds, 
0 
G(x, t) se jotg(x, s) ds. (12) 
Note that p(F, G) = 0 if and only if for each x, f(x, t) = g(x, t) almost 
everywhere (ax.) in t. It will now be shown that this implies as shown below 
that 4(x, f, t) = 4(.x, g, t) for all x E IV, t E [0, a(x)), where a(x) is the maximal 
interval on which 4(x, f, t) (or 4(x’, g, t)) is defined. 
Suppose that fl and fi are two functions which each satisfy (Tl) and (T2) 
with bounds and Lipschitz coefficients m,l(t), m,a(tj, K&t) and IcAa(t) 
respectively for each compact set A and that for each x, fl and fi are equal a.e. 
in t. Then since solutions are unique, to establish that the solutions resulting 
from (5) are the same, it is sufficient to show that for any continuous function 
x(s) mapping Rf + W, 
s t Lfl(44, 4 - fit447 41 A is zero for all t > 0. (13j 0 
Given any t > 0 and E > 0, let 
11 = ot (K?(s) + G*(s)) ds s 
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for A = (X(S); s E [0, t]} which is clearly a compact set in IV. Now choose a 
piecewise continuous function 
(14) 
where t1 = 0 < t, < ... < t, = t, xi(s) = yi on [ti , t,,) = 0 elsewhere, 
each yi is in A, and on [t, , ti+r], 1 yr - x(.s)l < e/q. Such a function exists 
for some ill since .z’ is a continuous function. It then follows quite easily that 
+ fl ilI”’ lfi(yi , s) -f&(s), s)l ds < jot; MS) + Us)] ds = E. 
Since E is arbitrary, the result follows. 
That 4 is a weaker topology than G,* can be seen by the following 
argument. Let A be a compact set in W and T E (0, co). Then for f, fn E 9. 
sup ] j t Cf&, 4 - f(x, s)] ds j 
OEA.tflO*fl 0 
< sup s 
t 1 f,Jx., s) - f(w, s)l ds < (by the Holder inequality) 
ZEA,1dO.z-1 0 
x z$ TQ (joT If&, s) -f(s, s)l” ds)l” 
< Tlh sup (j’ I f~(~(s), 4 - f(+), 4 p ds)ljp 
af~km0,rl.a) 0 
where (t/p) + (l/q) = 1 for p > 1. For p = 1 the next to last step is not 
needed. U([O, T]; A) is the set of continuous functions from [0, TJ into A. 
The functions x(s) = x E A are in this set which gives the last inequality. 
It follows that if f = Iim,,,f, in G,* h t en f -. 1 1s a so t e imit in 4 so 9 is h 1’ 
weaker than G,*. That .Y is strictly weaker can be seen by considering the 
sequencers = sin kt which converges to the zero function in 3 but does 
not converge in G,*. 
An unfortunate property of 4 as presently defined is that it is not a complete 
metric space. There are sequences {fn} in 9 that are Cauchy convergent 
but cannot have a limit that is continuous in x for every t. For example, 
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suppose w = (-co, $). Definef(x, t): 1%’ x R+ - R by 
f(X, tj = 0 for N<O 
= 1 _ e-“‘t-n-i+x, for 0 < x < iI and 
72 + & - x < t < 72 + ;, 72 = 1,2,... 
= 1 _ e--nf-f+n+;+z) for 0 < N < $, and 
?Z+~<t<72+&+3 
= 0 elsewhere. (17) 
FIGURE 1 
(f is illustrated in Fig. 1.) Then / f 1 < 1 everywhere andf is continuous in x 
since as .1: -+ 0, 1 t - n - a & x 1 + 0 in the interval where f is nonzero so 
J(x, t) ---f 0. Also, as h: + it - n - 4 the exponent ---f 0 and so does J 
Also for n < t < ?z + $ 
if(x, tj -f(y, tjl < I e- ?z(f-n-++a) _ e-n(f-n-t+v) 
< en/a I e-7’z _ e-ny 1 
< ne?l/” 1 x - y / = K(t) j .E” - y 1, (18) 
where K(t) = lzenjz on n < t < n + +. A similar result holds for n + $ < 
t < n -+ 1. Therefore, f satisfies (Tl) and (T2). 
However, f(~, t + m) ---f g in 9 as m -+ co where 
g=l for 12 + 3 - .Y < t < 72 + $ + x (0 < x < +j, (19 
II = 0, 1, 2,... and = 0 elsewhere as shon;n in Fig. (2). 
This is clear since f is uniformly bounded and (fJ converges to g pointwise. 
But g is discontinuous in x at points where 0 < s < & and t = TZ + + & x. 
It can also be shown that no change in g for each x on a set in t of Lebesgue 
measure zero will remove these discontinuities. 
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FIGURE 2 
The above example is of interest because it illustrates one of the difficulties 
in establishing that the motion n(f, X, t) as previously defined is compact 
in J x IV. There is also a difficulty in establishing property (Sl) (continuity) 
for n as the following example shows. 
Consider the function8 R x R+ + R defined by 
f(x, t) = 1 + z(t - 1z - X) on 1z + x - (l/n) < t < 92 + X, 
= 1 - n(t - n - X) on n + x < t < n + x + (l/n), 
n = 2, 3,... 
= 0 elsewhere. (20) 
Thusf, as shown in Fig. 3, is a function which has value I along the 45” lines 
passing through x = 0, t = 2, 3 ,..., and for each fixed X, f is zero except 
on successive intervals of width 2/n which occurs one unit apart in t. It is 
easy to see that (Tl) and (T2) . are satisfied even though the Lipschitz bounds 
(KA(t)) approach co as t + co. The nonzero intervals get narrower as t 
FIGURE 3 
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increases and f is uniformly bounded, so it is apparent that as t increases, 
the translate functions ft approach the zero function in 4. In particular, 
the sequence of translates ( fn> converges in 4 to the zero function. IIowever, 
$(O, fn , t) = t for all n. Therefore, 1 +(O, fi , t) - #(O, 0, t)l cannot approach 
zero as n + cc even though p(f, , 0) + 0 as n --f SC. Therefore, r is not 
continuous on IV X 3. 
In order to obtain a semiflow with the function 7~ and the metric p, the 
domain of rr must be restricted to an appropriate subset of 3. Proceeding 
with the approach used by Sell and Miller, the closed hull off denoted by $> 
is defined as follows: g E 9 is in j$ if and only if there exists a sequence (t,J 
in Rf such that p(ftn , g) ----t 0 as n + 0~). Thus y7 is the closure under p 
of the set of positive translates off. The above example shows that there are 
functions in 4 such that rr is not continuous on $; x W x Rf. The following 
section gives additional conditions on f which imply that z is a local semiflow 
on $f S W 
Others besides Miller and Sell have considered the use of integral topologies 
on a class of functions as a means to obtain results on stability and continuous 
dependence of solution on parameters. Part of the problem of establishing 
that the function n is continuous on 9; x W x Rf consists in establishing 
the continuity of solutions with respect to the topology on fr . There is a 
considerable body of literature concerned with continuous dependence of 
solution of parameters. Some references are given at the end of this paper. 
Others are mentioned in these references. 
Kurzweil [la] defines a class fc,,(G, Ki) of continuous functions which 
satisfy: 
where G is a subset of a Banach space X which contains the range off. He 
then observes for (fi)FZo C f,(G, Kr) that if G is open and solutions are 
unique, then: 
11 +(N, f:, f) - +(x, f?, t)/i --f 0 uniformly for t E [0, T] as 
This result is very similar to the continuity of solutions with respect to ,$$ . 
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We require that for (jJ& C &f , and A a compact set in W: 
II %%fi % 0 - ~(~>fO ,011 + 0 uniformly on [0, T] if for each 
compact set I in R, 
Onuchic [It;] considers continuous functions which have the property that 
for every compact set A C Wand each continuous function x(t) contained in A 
on LO, a) 
i 
.w 
f(X@), ?I) dv * 0 as S -+ co uniformly for t E [0, 11. (*) s 
It can be shown that if jsatisfies the conditions given below for Theorem 1, 
then (*) is equivalent to the conclusion f7 -+ 0 in #f as 7 -+ co. Onuchic 
used the property (*) to obtain stability results which are improved upon 
in this paper. 
4. DEVELOPMENT OF THE SEMIFLOW 
Theorem 1 gives sufficient conditions under which x generates a local 
semiflow on J$ x FV. In order to obtain invariance we will need to know also 
that $$ is compact. Under conditions only slightly stronger than the con- 
ditions of Theorem 1 for continuity, it is shown in the next section 
(Theorem 2) that #Y is compact. These sufficient conditions are easy to verify 
and useful for applications. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose for ench compact set A in W that there exists a 
jkite lLfA and a locally L, function KA(t) such that for all Y and y in A and t 
almost #eyy~he~e ilz I?+, j f(x, t)/ < lkf~ , j f(x, t) - f( y, t)J < KA(t) / s - y J 
and J:” K,(t) dt < n/r, for all T in Rf. Then r is continuous on yf x W x Rf 
and property (S4) holds foF 7~. 
It is easy to see that the condition on KA(t) is sufficient to exclude the 
example (20). However, it is not certain that the theorem would be false if the 
local bound on j were weakened in some way. It is also not certain that $$ 
is complete under these conditions. Completeness is needed to establish 
that #f is compact but it is not required for the above continuity result. 
Proof. Let {j,J in J$ , (A$ in It”; and (t,J in Rf be such that in their 
respective ropologies fn -+ j. , X, -+ x,, and t, + to as 12 + 03. It is also 
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assumed for each 7~ that t, is in the maximum interval 10, rla) of $4~ f \” 22 t tL F t). 
Let g,, denote the t,n translate of fib with g, the ;t, translate of f0 . Since the 
domain and range of z are metric spaces, it is suflicient to prove, if 4 is in the 
maximal domain of definition of the solution $(x0 , f@ , t) to (5), that g, + g, in 
j$ as II --)r co, lim inf CX(~* , m,) 2 to , and j (b& ,fn , tl) - +(<q, ,fo I t& -+ 0 
asn-+ 03. 
To prove that g, + g, as n -+ co, let h, denote the E, transfate ofj; and 
note that p(gn , go) < & , h,) + p(hn , 8,). Miller and Se11 [4] prove that ifj 
satisfies the weaker conditions (Tl) and (T2) then the mapping from 
R+ ---f G,* defined by f, is a continuous function of t. Since ff is a weaker 
topology than C& , * it follows thatf, is also continuous in t in the xf topology. 
Therefore, since t, -+ to as n --+ co, it follows that p(h,‘ , g,) -+- 0 as n -+ o=. 
Also, t, -+ t, implies that {tn> is a bounded set with upper bound 7’. Now 
fn +fO in $j implies for any r > 0 that 
uniformly for x in compact sets in W. It then follows that 
sup 
f 
t [g&X, s) - h,(x, s)] ds -+ 0 
OSfSCr 0 
W) 
uniformly for x in compact subsets of TV since 
and each of the last two integrals -+ 0 uniformly for x in compact sets as 
n -+ co since t + t, < 7 + T. Therefore, p(gll , h,) -+ 0 as n + cx) and 
hence g, -+ go in ff as n + co. 
For the proof that lim in&+ a(& , x~) 2 to and$(x,, ,fn , t,,) --+ $(x~ ,fo , to), 
let [O, yo) be the maximal interval of definition for #o(t) = q, + j’~fo(~O(s), s) ds 
and let $R(t) z #(x~, fn, t), EZ = 0, I ,... on the maximal interval [O, y,) 
The proof consists in showing that for /3 < y,, , there exists an N such that 
n 3 .N implies that yn > /3 and #&t) ---f ho uniformly on [O, /3]. Since +a 
is continuous, it will follow that rbn(tm) + +,(t,). 
Let A = the range of +@ on [0, /3]. Since +. is continuous, A is compact in 
W. Also since W is open, there exists a compact set A in W such that 
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A^ C interior A. Hence there exists an E,, > 0 such that 1 y - &(t)i < E,, 
for any t in [0, /3] implies that y E A. Since A is compact in W, there is an MA 
and a Iocallyl, function KA(t) such that, if h: andy are in A and t is in R+, then 
If@, t)l < Il/l,t a.e.; If@, t) -f(y, t>l < G(t) I x -Y I; and 
.c 
7+1 
G(s) ds < n/r, for all T in R+. 
7 
The next step is to show for II in A that if*&(x, t)l < MA for t a.e. in R+ for 
n = 0, l,... . Since fTL E $f , fn is an integrable function and equals the time 
derivative of its time integral for each X, a.e. in t. Therefore, given an arbitrary 
E > 0 and x in A, except on a set of measure zero, there exists a d(e, x, t) > 0 
such that 
Using this d, gives 
+ f 1 it+d (f,(x, s) - f(x, s + T) ds j + ; / St’+’ f (x, s + 4 dsl. 
(25) 
The first term is less than c/2. Since fn E #f , there exists some 7 such that 
(for fixed x E A, fixed E > 0) the second term on the right side of (18) is less 
than c/2. The third term is less than or equal to MA from the bound on f. 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, the bound on fn is verified. 
Let N1 be such that for n 3 IV,, / X, - ~a I < (<a/2) and choose 
(T = min@, (6,J4MA), l}. It will be shown that on [O, ~1, if n > Nr , then 
&(t) E A. This will follow by showing that 1 &(t) - do(t)1 < l a for t E [0, a]. 
I MO) - c&u = I % - x0 I < (~,/2). Since each #,n is continuous, 
I Mt> - $u(t)l ( ~a on some interval (which may depend on n). Suppose 
there is a E such that 1 &(t) - do(t)] < ~a for 0 < t < [ < 0 and 
I v&3 - F&C~I = co a Then 
I M3 - $o@Y G I xn - xo I + 1 jo’fnhW)s 4 ds j 
+ 1 joEfo(+o(s), s>ds 1 c $ + 2on/r, d co if n 9 % . 
Hence no such 5 exists when n > Nr and I &(t) - qSo(t)l must be less than co 
on [0, u]. 
For the next step suppose that fn = fTn for some 7, E R+ for each 
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n = 1, 2,... . Th en since&(t) E A for 0 < t < (J and B 3 NI ) 
for all n and 0 < t < t + h < u. Therefore (&}~=r is a bounded equi- 
continuous family and by Ascoli’s theorem, there exists a subsequence 
(&&Y?r which converges uniformly to some function (b on [0, c]= It will be 
shown that (b = 46, by using uniqueness of the solutions +(x0 ,f, , *) and 
showing that 
4(t) = xo + jot fo(d(sh s) ds (28) 
on [0, 01. Using {&} for the convergent subsequence gives: 
/ w - X0 - j tfo(+(s)t S> ds 1 < 1 #(t> - $n@)i + 1 % - xO / 
0 
+ 1 jot [fnhd4 4 -fobwT 41 ds 1. (291 
For an arbitrary E > 0, the uniform convergence of the subsequence 
(denoted by (&}) to 4 implies that there exists an Na such that n > Na 
implies that each of the first two terms above are less than e/4 for all t E [O, ~1. 
Since f0 E j$ implies that f0 satisfies (TI) and (T2), it follows that fs has 
a locally L, Lipschitz coefficient K,,(s) on A. Let 
v = min 6/12MA, E 
I /(6 jol K,(s) ds) 1. 
Then there exists a piecewise constant function 
from [0, u] into A such that xi(s) = yi on [ti , t,,,), = 0 elsewhere and 
/y(s) - #(s)l < q on [0, u]. Now choose Na such that for n > Na, 
I &L(s) - Ml < rl on [0, o] and choose N4 such that for n > N4) 
I j; [f&s 4 -fob, 4 ds I -=c 42Jf or all x in A and t in [0, u]. The existence 
of N4 follows from the convergence of fn to f. in ff . Then 
+ / joi [fn(.v(4 4 -f&N, ~11 ds j 
+ ft IfoW, 4 -fo(dW> 41 ds. 
‘0 
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For 0 < t < (T, since u < 1 and fn = f7,&, the Lipschitz condition 
on f implies that the first term is < MA st~pa~~~,, ] &(s) - y(s)1 < 
MA SUP~S~S~ iI Ms> - q+)l + I 4(s) - y(s)lI -=c 27df~ < 46 for all ~2 sufi- 
ciently large. Similarly 1 fo( y(s), s) - fo(+(s), s)] < K,(s)7 from which it 
follows that the third term on the right side of (31) is < 46. The second term 
is < 
< 2 i sup j 1’ Lfn.Oi > ~1 - fobi , 41 ds 1 < 2 
i-1 t.[o.ol 0 
(32) 
for all n sufficiently large. Putting everything together in (29) gives 
I 4(t) - xo - JifoG&h 4 ds I < E f or all t in [0, u]. Since E is arbitrary it 
follows from the uniqueness argument that 4 = +. . 
Similarly it follows that every subsequence of & must, in turn, have a 
subsequence which converges uniformly to +. , Therefore, the original 
sequence {&} converges uniformly to #o on [0, o]. 
If o < /3, then the above procedure can be repeated starting from to = o 
and establishing that & -+ 4s uniformly on [u, uJ with op = min(~, 2o}. 
Continuing it is apparent that /3 will be reached in a finite number of steps 
and it will follow that uI1 + a0 as n + co uniformly on [0, /3] and since /3 is 
arbitrary and less than ‘y. , the theorem has been proved under the supposition 
that each fn is in {ft}, 0 < t < CC). 
In the general case it follows from the definition of j$ that for each fn E ,J$ 
there exists a sequence {~(n, k)}F=‘=, such that f&) + fn in J$ as k + a3. Let 
Al = (3 E A such that dist{x, A^) < ~42). Clearly this is a compact subset of 
TV with A^ in its interior. In the same way that has been used to establish 
that & is in A on [0, u] for n > Nr , it follows that for 71 > Ns , &(t) is 
contained in A1 for t in [0, o/2]. Therefore, proceeding along the lines of the 
above proof for each fixed B, it follows that if 1 y - &(t)l < co/2 for some 
t E [0, u/2] and for some n > N5 , then y E A. 
Defining appropriate piecewise constant functions yn in A and using co/2 
in place of co and u/2 in place of u gives +(,tx,k) --+ &, as k + co uniformly on 
[0, u/2] for each n > N5 , where +~~,~)(t) is the solution to &~(t) = 
x.‘, + S~f7(,~,lc,(4(n,~)(s>, 4 ds- 
Since f7(11,k) + fn, as k + CO andf, + f. as n + co a diagonalized sequence 
(f~(,z,~n)}~~l can be found such that j +c~,~,) - $. j + 0 uniformly on 
[O, u/2] as n + co. This can be done by choosing each k, large enough so that 
p(fT(n,lcn) ,fn) -c l/n and I 4cn,r;$) - M)l < l/n for all t in [O, 41. Then 
since eachf+ k ) is in ft , the previous proof shows that $(n,kmj + Co uniformly 
on [O, 421. SLe I 4n - +. I < IA - 4h,q I + I4h.k~ - $. I, it follows 
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that #n -+ b0 uniform1 y on 10, o/2]. Repeating the above procedure in ai2 
sized steps gives the result that +n + +a uniformly on [0, /3] and the proof 
is complete. 
COROLLARY 1. If f satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1, then TT is a local 
semi@m on W x ff x R+. 
The proof follows from the definition of a local semiflow, Theorem 1, 
and the fact [4] that solutions are uniquely defined on maximal intervals, 
5. ESTABLISHING COMPACTNESS OF #f 
In order to obtain the desired invariance result for Eq. (5), we need to know 
that J$ is compact. Useful sufficient conditions for this compactness are given 
in Theorem 2. Compactness will be established by showing that every 
infinite sequence in $f has a Cauchy subsequence and that every Cauchy 
sequence in $f has a limit point in $f (that is, &> is comp1ete.j. It will be 
sufficient to show for any sequence {tn}~+ in R+ that (ftn>~zl has a Cauchy 
subsequence and that if {ftn}~zl is Cauchy in 3, then there exists a function g 
in 9 such that ft, + g in 9 as n + co. Thus every sequence has a Cauchy 
subsequence and every Cauchy sequence converges. Therefore, (J”t: t E R+) 
is relatively compact in 3 and it follows that its closure J$ is compact. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that for each x, f (2, t) is a rmzswabb junction of t 
and thatfor each compact set A in W, there exists an MA such that properties (Cl) 
and (C2) below are satisfied. 
Then J$ is compact and every function in J$ is equivalent in 3 to a function 
which satisfies (Cl) and (C2) witlz the same bounds. 
(Cl) j f (x, t)l < fiTA for aZZ x in A and t a.e. in Rf 
(C2) / f (x, t) - f (y, t) 1 < MA j x - y 1 for all x and y in A and t a.e, 
in R+. 
Proof. (ij Proof for an arbitrary sequence {tn) in R+, that (ftn> has a 
subsequence which is Cauchy in 4. 
Define 
F,(x, t) = s:jr.(x, s) ds == s:f(x, s -t tn) ds. (33 
For any compact set A in IV, the bound MA on f implies that (Etz.)z=E, is an 
equicontinuous family of functions from A x R+ into Rn and for each (xx t), 
{Fn(x, t): 0 < n < co} is bounded. By Ascoli’s Theorem there exists a 
subsequence (F.n,>& which converges pointwise on A x Rf and the conver- 
gence is uniform on compact subsets of Rf. 
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Since Wis in R”, it can be covered by a countable collection of compact sets. 
Then a diagonalization procedure will give a subsequence of {F%} which 
converges uniformly on all compact subsets of W x R+. The related 
subsequence of (f,> is then easily seen to be a Cauchy sequence in 9. 
Let {an} be a countable dense subset of IV. For each 01,~ , let Y, = 1 if 
IV = Rn and if not let rn = {inf / an - xl: for x outside IV]. Let A, = the 
closed sphere of radius r,,&! centered at ol, . Clearly A, is in W and A, is 
compact for all 12. Now suppose p is a point in W which is not in any of the 
sets A, . Then since (a,&} is dense in W, there exists a subsequence {an,} 
which converges top as k -+ co. Sincep is not in A, , 1 ang - p 1 > rnk/2 and 
since 01 nt-+p as k+ co, Y.~~ must ---f 0 as k -+ co. This cannot be true if 
W = Rn. If EV # RT1, for eazh k = 1, 2 ,..., there must exist a point x,,. out- 
side W such that 1 a,k - x,~ 1 < rnn + (l/k). Therefore, j p - x,~ / < 
j p - ane j + / 01,~ - xns / + 0 as k -+ 03. Since W is open, the complement 
is closed and x,~ --f p as k -+ 03 implies that p is not in W, a contradiction. 
It follows that 
(j A, = W. 
n=l 
Let {F&x, f)}c==, be a subsequence of {F,) that converges pointwise on 
A, x Rf and uniformly on compact subsets. By induction for each integer m, 
let CG Ax, t>>L b e a subsequence of {F?+r,,(x, t)] which converges uniformly 
on compact subsets of A, x Rf. Now consider the sequence (Fi,i(~, t)}z=r . 
Since for i > m this sequence is a subsequence of {FWLJx, t)}r=r , the sequence 
converges for each A, and uniformly on compact sets in A, x Rf. For any 
compact set B in W, B is covered by the union of the open interiors of the An’s 
(which also cover W), therefore, B has a finite subcover or 
k=l 
and it follows that the sequence {fti.j}pl f or which the Fi,i functions are the 
integrals, is a Cauchy subsequence of (ft,}~zl in 3. 
(ii) Proof of Completeness. Suppose that {tn>z=r is a sequence in Rf 
such that for (x, t) in any compact set B in W x R+, 
s 
t [f&, 4 - ft,@, 41 ds ---t 0 
0 
uniformly on B as WZ, n --f co. Th e rest of the proof consists in establishing 
that there exists a function g in 3 such that li [ft,(x, s) - g(x, s)] ds --f 0 
uniformly for (x, t) in any compact set in W x Rf as n + 03, and such that g 
satisfies (Cl) and (C2) with the same bounds MA . 
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If (ft ) 1 is Cauchy in 9, then the functions &2(x, t) are Cauchy in the 
complete metric space g. Therefore, F,,(x, t) approaches some continuous 
function G(x, t) uniformly on compact subsets of PV x R+ as n - co. 
The rest of the proof consists in showing first that G is absolutely 
continuous in t for each x and therefore at each point X, G has a derivative g 
with respect to t at almost all t. The function g can then. be defined at points 
where G is not differentiable with respect to t in such a way thatg is continuous 
in x for each t and satisfies the same bounds and Lipschits bounds that f does. 
Let I be some finite interval in Rf and let x be some fixed point in W. Then 
for any finite collection (pi , i-r’, 72 , r2’ ,..., T,\, , 7:,,‘).of points in I. 
< f {I G(x, ‘i) - Fn(x, 4 
i=l 
+ 1 G(x, P;) - Fn(x, T~‘)I + j F&c, Ti’j - F,(x, T&]. (34) 
For any fixed F > 0, choose n, such that 1 FILE(iv, t) - G(x, f)l < ~/31N for all t 
in I. Then 
where M, is a t a.e. bound for f (x, .). Putting these results together gives 
and if the sum is less than 4(3MJ, then 
gl I G@, ~‘1 - W, 4 < E. 
Therefore, G is absolutely continuous in t for each x and there exists a 
function g such that 
G(x, t) = jtg(%. s) ds 
0 
where g is the time derivative of G at almost all t. 
Let (~l,J~=r be a countable dense set in IV. For each point elk in {a,> and 
each function ft, , let Ackanj = (t E Rf: FJolg , t) is not differentiable with 
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respect to t}. Let Bk = (t E R+: G(c+ , t) is not t differentiable). Then let 
The set A, has Lebesgue measure zero since A, is the union of a countable 
collection of sets which each have measure zero. For t E da define g(x, t) = 0 
for all x in W and for t not in 8, , define g(ak , t) = iiG(ol, , t)/&. The next 
step is to let g(x, t) = limg(ol, , t) as 01~ + x for an appropriate subsequence 
of the original sequence (a,}. However, in order for this definition to be unique 
for any subsequence which converges to X, it must be shown that g is 
continuous on {an} for each t. This result is obvious for t E A, . Note that g 
is continuous on {oI,} at some t if for any point 01~ and any E > 0, 
there exists a neighborhood N, of CX~ such that if oli is in N, , then 
1 g(ol, , t) - g(oli , t)l < E. Actually since Lipschitz continuity will be required, 
the following proof establishes that for any compact set N in W, there exists 
a number MN such that if 01j and olle are in N, then 1 g(aj, t) - g(ol, , t)] < 
&IN 1 olj - olle 1 and furthermore, MN is independent of t. 
Let N be a compact set in W (which may have a nonempty interior which 
can be used as a neighborhood for one of the ol,‘s). Let aj and ollc be two 
arbitrary points from {a,z} in N. Then 
daj 3 t> - 
G(aj , t + d) - G(olj , t) 
d 
+ 
+ 
+ 
G(Q , t) - Fn(% , t)l + I G(q) t + d) -F&Q , t + d)] 
G(ak 3 t + 4 - Fnh , t + 41) 
Since G is t differentiable at aj and 01~ (for t outside A,), given any E > 0, 
there exists a d > 0 such that each of the first two terms above are less than 
43. With t and d fixed, the convergence of (F,} to G implies that an n can be 
found such that the expression in brackets is less than ed/3. The final term 
can be rewritten as 
1 
Is 
tta 
if t 
[.f(9 > s + GL> - f(% 3 s+t,)W(. 
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But for s a.e. 
where Al, is the bound forf on N as specified in the conditions of Theorem 2. 
Putting these results together gives 
for all t in R+. Therefore, since E > 0 is arbitrary it can be removed and 
since {an> is dense in IV, g is now uniquely defined on I$’ x Hf. 
Ifs is in the interior of a compact set N in IV, then 1 g(x, t)l < sup j g(a, , t)i 
for Q E N. A nonempty interior is needed to assure that there are points in 
{an> arbitrarily close to X. Note that 
[ g(q, )t)i < 1 g(a, )t) - G(ak ’ t + d; - !?!f- 1 
+ ; {I G(Q , t + d)-- F&k. , t + 0 -I- I G(a,, t) - F,(a, > t);) 
For arbitrary E > 0, a d can be found such that the first term is less than l /2 
and as before, an n can be found such that the expression in brackets is less 
than Ed/2. The final term is less than M,v the bound for f on N. Since E is 
arbitrary, the result j g(.y, tjj < MLV is obtained. Since any compact set in W 
can be contained in the interior of another compact set in IV, it follows that g 
is uniformly bounded on compact sets in W. 
Similarly if x and y are in a compact set in IV, they are in the interior of a 
compact set N contained in Wand 
I g@, 0 - dY, t>l B I g(? t) - gbl, > 4 + I B(Y, t> - gh,, > Ql 
+ I d% 3 4 - g(%u I t)i. (40) 
For arbitrary E > 0, choose olli and 01, from (a,} such that (Ye and 
a,,?. are in N and such that j 01~ - x 1 < •/6~14.~, 1 a,, - y j < 46MN, 
/ g(x, t) - g(ol, , t)j < 43 and / g(y, t) - g(ol,,z , t)i < 43. Such points 01~ and 
01, exist since {oI.,~> is dense in W and 1 g(oli , f) - g(Cv, t)l -+ 0 as a:i ---f x and 
since x andy are in open subsets of N, for 01~ close enough to X, aI close enough 
toy, OL,- and o+ are in N. Using / g(ol!, , t) - g(am , t)l .< jll, 1 01~ - 01,,~ j gives: 
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and since E was arbitrary, ] g(~, t) - g( y, t) 1 < n/r, j x - y 1. For a compact 
set A with no interior and a compact set N such that A is contained in the 
interior of N, 
I A? 91 d Id% t> -‘d%% 9 Gl + I g(Tk , a. (42) 
For an arbitrary E > 0, an aB in N can be found such that / olL - x j < ~/3iM~ 
and I g(x, 4 - g(ak , t)l < ~13, and an n and d can be found such that 
where MA is the bound forjon A. Therefore, 1 g(zc, t)l < IcJA + E and since 
E is arbitrary it can be removed. Similarly for x, y in A there are points aj , 
ol,inNsuchthat{]04;--/+$-~k-y])<E/4M~, 
I Ax9 t> - g(Y, t)l G I dxt t, - idaj 9 t>l + I g(Y3 t> - dak 9 t)l 
+ Ig(%,o-&k,t)l, (44) 
and the first two terms are each less than ~14. A d and n can be found such that 
ig(%,t)--k’(%,t)l ~$+~~tt+dIf(~~,S+t,)--(aK,S+t,),dS 
l <it2 t s i+dn!fJq{[Olj-XI +jLx.k--yI)ds 
-I- f s,II” I f(% s + tn) - f(y, s + &)I ds 
<;+M,ix-yl. (45) 
Combining (44) and (45) and noting that E > 0 is arbitrary gives 
I g(x, t) - g(y, t)l < M 1 x - y 1. Thus g is in 9 and g satisfies (Cl) and 
(C2) with the same bounds satisfied by f and the proof is complete. 
It is interesting to compare Theorem 2 with corresponding conditions for 
a compact motion in $ or G,*. Sell [2] states in Theorem 14 that the set 
{ft: t E R+) is compact in 9 if and only if f is bounded and uniformly 
continuous on each set M x Rf where M is a compact subset of the 
domain W. Theorem 2 above is an extension in that no continuity conditions 
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with respect to t are required, only a uniform Lipschitz continuity with 
respect to x on M x Rf. 
Sufficient conditions for compact motion in G,* are given in [4, 
Theorem 11.51. These conditions which are difficult to verify are given 
below. Suppose g E GDX, 1 < p < a3 and assume that for every compact 
set K in IV, there exists a bound m(t) and a Lipschitz coefficient h(t) for g on R 
such that for some B > 0, 
(i) sy [wz(s)]” ds < B and jtf,l [/Z(S)]” ds < B for all t > 0, 
(ii) for every E > 0 there exists a S > 0 such that jy 1 nz(s $- h) - 
rjz(s)l”dsj-e and jttfl]K(s+h)--kk(s)l”A<e for all t>O 
whenever 1 h 1 < 6, and 
(iii) for every piece-wise continuous function x mapping R+ 
into W and every E > 0, there is a S > 0 such that 
s:” / g(a(s + h), s + h) - g(x(s), s)/” ds < E for all t > 0 whenever 
jhl <S. 
Then the motion g, is compact in G, for 1 < Y < p. 
Although condition (i) is slightly weaker than condition (Cl), the example 
g(x, t) = sin et does not satisfy (iii). 
COROLLARY 2. If f suti.$es the conditions of ‘Tlzeorenz 2, then the positive 
motion of ~-(f, x, t) is compact in 4 x W if alzd only if tlze solution 4(x, f, t> 
exists on [0, a) and is contained in a compact s&set of W. 
6. APPLICATIONS 
Many of the theorems obtained by Sell [3] follow from these results 
with the same proofs given by Sell except for the change in the topology used, 
and Peng’s results can be obtained and generalized. It is assumed below thatf 
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 so that v generates a semiflow. 
COR~LLARP 3. If 4(x, f, t) remains in W for all t in Rf and Q(f, x) is the 
positive limit set of n(f, x, t) in 9 X W, then if $$ is compact, a pokt GZ lies in 
the projection L+(f, x) of Q(f, x) into FV if and only if there exists a sequewe 
(~n}~Cl suclz that 7, + co as n + co alzd $(x, f, T??) d f as n * 00. 
COROLLARRP 4. If #(x, f, t) is contained in a compact set in Wfor t E [0, co) 
and yf is compact, then Q(f, x) in 9 x W is nonempty, conzpact, and irzvariant 
under r. Therefore, if ( f *, x*) is in O(f, x), then #(x*, f*, t) is contaifzed in the 
compact set L+(f, x) for t E (-~0, co). Also, if x* EL+(f, x) then 4(x*, f *, t) 
is in L’(f, x) for all t in R for some functiofz f * ilz $; . 
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Proof. First note that f * can be defined on (-co, co) by observing that 
p(fTn , f *) + 0 as T.~~ -+ co implies that for any t in R, there exists an N 
such that n 2 M implies 7, + t E R+ SO~,~(S, t) is defined for all n sufficiently 
large. The properties of sZ(f, X) then follow from Hale [lo], Lemma 3. Then 
for (f*, x*) in Q(f, x), rr(f*, x *, t) = (ft*, +(x*, f*, t)) E f2(f, x) for all t in 
R and 4(~*,f*, t) EL+(~, x). If x* ~Lf(f, X) then there exists a sequence 
r, + co such that 4(x, f, T,) + x* as n + CD. Using the compactness of $f it 
follows that some subsequence r(f, X, a,) = (& , +(X, f, gn)) + (f *, x*) 
as n ---f W. Also for any t E R, for uII + t > 0, T(f, x, cl% + t) = 
4f, 3 C(x,f, %), t) - 4f *, x*, t) from the continuity of n. It follows from 
Corollary 3 that #(r*, f *, t) EL+(f, x). 
COROLLARY 5. If 4(x, f, t) is in a compact set in W for t 3 0 and j$ is 
compact, then for ee~y point (f *, x*) in Q( f, x), there exists a sequence {T~}:=~ 
in Rf with 7, - co as n j 03 such that 4(x, f, T, + t) -+ $(x*,f*, t) 
uniformly on compact sets in R as n * co. 
The above three corollaries and their proofs correspond to Lemma 2, 
Theorem 1, and Theorem 2 respectively in Sell’s paper [3]. 
Peng’s invariance property can be generalized as follows: 
COROLLARY 6. If 4(x, f, t) is in a compact set in W for t > 0 and j$ is 
compact, then the positive limit set L+(f, ) x is q uasi-invariant in a sense similar 
to that used by Peng [l] (that is, zjc x* EL+(~, x), then there exists an f * and 
(7,JL such thatfTn - f * in 9 as n * co and+(x*, f *, t) is irz L+(f, x) for all t 
in R and 4(x*, fTn , t) - 4(x*, f *, t) uniformly on bounded sets in R as n + CD). 
In particular, if 4(x, f, r,J j x* as n j co for sonze sequence {TV%} which goes 
to infinity, then fg,, + f * (in 3) as K + co for some subsequence {uB) of the 
sequence {7-n}. 
Proof. The first part follows from Corollary 4. The characterization off * 
follows from the fact that since J$ is compact, {fTm} contains a Cauchy 
subsequence which converges to some function f * and for the subsequence 
{ok}, 77(f, x, ok) j (f *, x*) as k ---f co. 
This result combined with Theorem 2 includes Peng’s result since the class 
of functions he considers satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2. This can be 
shown since f [?c, q(t)] is continuous in (x, q) and Cl in 5.41~0 q is a measurable 
function from R (or R+) into a compact set Q in R”. Therefore, for a compact 
set B in W, A x Q is compact in the product topology and since f is continuous 
in (x, q), the range of f on -4 x Q is compact. Similarly af/jax is 
continuous in (x, q) on A x Q and, therefore, is bounded. It follows 
that If[x, q(t)1 .- f [y, q(t)11 ,< ADA I .X - y 1 for all X, y in A and all t in R+ 
where n/r, = sup 1 aflax j on -rZ x Q. 
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This result generalizes Peng’s result since many functions satisfy the 
conditions of Theorem 2 but do not have the form used by Peng. One example 
is: f(~, t) = E&. Also Theorem 2 uses the weaker condition of Lipschitz 
continuity in x instead of Cl continuity as required by Peng. Furthermore, 
the present result does not require Peng’s condition (Al) that for each T > 0, 
and each bounded set B in R”, $(r, f, t) E A(& T) for all IW in B and t in [0, T] 
where A(& 3”) is some bounded set. The functionf(x, t) = xa for example, 
does not satisfy this condition but it does satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2 
and $(x, f, t) is bounded on [O, co) for x < 0. 
Peng’s result that if f (x, 4) is convex in Rn for each X, then f *(x, r) = 
f[~, g*(t)] for some measurable function g* with range in Q also follows with 
the weaker conditions on f. 
7. A GENERALIZED INVARIANCE PRINCIPLE FOR NONA~TONOMOUS 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND FURTHER APPLICATIONS 
In this section we use the invariance property of Corollary 6 to obtain 
Liapunov-type results for studying the asymptotic behavior of solutions of 
nonautonomous systems. 
Consider the set of differential equations 
2 =f”(x, t), x(0) = x, (461 
where a! is a generalized index which ranges over some specified set Z. 
A set N in Rn is called quasi-invariant in the positive direction (QIP) with 
respect to Z if for each x in N there exists an 01, a continuous function I/l”(t) 
on R and a sequence {t,,J~s=, with t, --f 03 as 7th co such that 
$(x, f zn , t) + p(t) uniformly on bounded sets in R as 1~ +- co and t,@(t) is 
in N for all t E R. In Peng’s application the index is 4 and the set Z is the set of 
admissible q’s so that f 9(x, t) = f (x, q(t)). The above definition is slightly 
more restrictive than Peng’s definition because Peng requires only that 
b(%P, “> - vv ) t as fx -+ co for an arbitrary sequence of admissible functions 
{arc) rather than just for translates (which are also admissible) of a particular q= 
Furthermore, the limit function is in N for all t rather than just for t > 0 
as required by Peng. Therefore, it is possible for a set to be quasi-invariant 
in the sense used by Peng but not in the more restrictive sense used here. 
It is usually preferable to use the most restrictive applicable invariance 
definition since this leads to stronger conditions on the limit set. 
Theorem 3 below is the generalized invariance result for (46) and, when Z 
contains only one element, this is a new invariance principle for non- 
autonomous ordinary differential equations. 
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THEOREM 3. FOY each 01 in 2 assume that (i) f satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 2 (not necessarily with the same bound A/l, for a compact set A in W) 
and (ii) for each x in H, a s&set of W, each solution +(x,f”, t) of (46) that 
remains in Wfor t 3 0 approaches a set E as t + co. Then each solution that 
stays in a compact subset of W for t > 0 approaches Al as t + 03, where M 
is the largest set which is QIP relative to Z in E. 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 6 and the observation that the union of 
quasi-invariant sets is quasi-invariant. 
A set N in R” is called invariant in the positive direction with respect to Z 
if the function q@(t) = #(x, fs, t) f or some /3 in 2. A sufficient condition for 
the positive limit set to be invariant in the positive direction is that {f”}, 
01 E Z, include all functions in the positive limit set of ft” for each a: and, 
in addition, eachfa satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2. If this is true then, 
since p(t) = 4(x, f *, t), where f * = lirn,,,f~ and t, --+ co it follows 
that f * = fB for some /3 in Z’ and therefore the po”sitive limit set of $(X,f”, t) 
will be invariant in the positive direction with respect to Z. It can be shown 
that Peng’s functions have this property if his set Q is convex. Other useful 
sufficient conditions have not been found. 
Consider now the single nonautonomous differential equation satisfying 
:he conditions of Theorem 2 on an open set Win Rn 
R = f (3, t). (47) 
Let G be an arbitrary set such that G C W. Let V be a C1 function from 
G x Rf to Rn such that for each point J in G there is a neighborhood N 
of x with Y bounded from below in (G n N) x R+. Suppose that at each x 
in G, for t a.e., aV(x, t)/ax . f (x, t) + aV(x, t)/h < -W(x) < 0 where W 
is continuous on G. Then 57 is said to be a Liapunov function for (47) on G. 
It is easily shown that for x(t) a solution in G, for any given 7, and any E > 0, 
there exists a 6 > 0 such that 
V(X(T + S), 7 + S) - r+(T), T) 
< +e8 + Lt+’ ( a’7’~;)’ ‘) .f(x(t), s) + av($;)’ ‘1 ) ds 
< -S(W(x) - E). (48) 
If E < W(x), it follows that F’ is less at 7 + 6 than at T. 
If E = {X E G: W(X) = 0} then it follows from standard Liapunov 
arguments (e.g., see [Ill) that if a solution is bounded and stays in G, its 
positive limit set is in E. 
Let M be the largest subset of E which is QIP relative to (47). Then the 
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following standard type of Liapanuv theorem is an immediate consequence 
of Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY I. If f satis$es the conditions of Theorem 2 and V is a Liapanov 
function for (47) on G, then all solutions that remain in G and are bounded OH Rf 
approach M as f -+ a3. 
The above result can be used to establish theorems on stability and 
instability (and unboundedness). We illustrate this by giving a sufficient 
condition in terms of a Liapunov function for uniform stability and for 
estimating regions of attraction. This is similar in form to LaSalle’s Theorem 3 
in [ll]. 
THEOREM 4. Let f satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2 and let V be a Liapunoa 
function for (47) on G. In addition, assume that: 
(i) G is a bounded open set that is positively inaariant with respect to (47); 
(ii) St//& is bounded on e x Rf ; 
(iii) MC G and V(x, t) = c(t), a nondecreasing time-dependent constant 
on the boundary of M. 
If hI is de$ned as tlze largest positive iwariazt subset of E, then M is a uniformly 
stable attractor and G is in its region of attraction (for all t 3 0). 
Proof. Assume that M is the largest subset of E which is quasi-invariant 
in the positive direction. The first step is to show that lk? is closed. Then, 
since M is a closed subset of the open set G, it wii1 foIIow that for some y > 0, 
d(s, M) < y implies that x is in G. We will show that the closure of an 
arbitrary positively quasi-invariant set is QIP. 
Then it will follow, since M is maximal, that it9 must be closed. Let A be 
a QIP set containing (x~}:=~ and suppose x,,~ --f x0 as n -+ co. Then for each 
X, there exists a sequence {t(n, i))El such aat #h ,ft(n,i) , t) - h(t) as 
i + CO and t(n, i) -+ co as TZ -+ 00. The convergence is uniform on compact 
subsets of Rt and #n(t) is in A for all t E R. Pick a diagonalization sequence 
{t,J such that 1 $(x~, ft,, t) - &(t)[ < l/n on [-n, n]. Using the com- 
pactness of jf, a subsequence (denoted {tn}) can be found such that 
ft +f*in$fas~~~co.Notethat R 
I 4(x0 ,f*, t) - 5W>l < I C(G , f *, t> - 4(x0 ,ft, , t)i + I #oh , ft, , t) 
Given any finite interval I in R and any E > 0, clearly an Iv, can be found 
such that for 12 > Ni the first and third terms on the right-hand side of (49) 
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are each less that e/3. The Gronwall inequality can be used along with the 
Lipschitz bound forf to show for some Ns 3 Ni that the second term is less 
than c/3 for n > Nz . It then follows from (49) that d($(~,, ,f*, t), A) < E 
on I. However, E and 1 are arbitrary; therefore, #(x0, f *, t) is in the closure 
of A for all t > 0. Since x0 is an arbitrary point in the closure of A it follows 
that the closure of /l is QIP and A! is closed. 
It follows from Corollary 7 that M is an attractor with G in its region of 
attraction (for all to 3 0), hence it remains to show that M is uniformly 
stable; that is, given E > 0, there exists a 6(c), 6 > 0, such that, for any 
t,, 3 0, d($(~, ft, , t), M) < E for all x such that d(x, n/r> < 6 and all t 3 0. 
Assume therefore that M is not uniformly stable. Then there exists an E > 0 
and sequences {x,}, {tJ, {tra’} such that t, , t,’ 3 0, d(xn , M) ---f 0 as n + co 
and d(y, , M) = E for all n where yn = $(x.~& , ft, , tn’) is the solution at 
t, + t,’ starting from x, at t, . Since G is bounded we may assume that these 
sequences are such that x, -+ x,, E M and yn -+ y,, and d(y, , &I) = E. 
From the assumption that aV/ax is bounded on G x Rf and other 
assumptions it follows that V and c are bounded on G x R+ and 
lim,,,, V(x n , t,) = lim n---m c(tJ, if the limit exists. Also {ft; t E RR+} is 
compact in $$ and we may assume for our sequences that c(t,,) + c,, and 
f,, -+ f * as n --f co, where 7, = t, + t,‘. 
Suppose that TV($(y,, , f *, T)) = 01 > 0 for some T > 0. Then 
W($(Y,~ , fTm , T)) > ol/2 for all sufficiently large n (n 3 no). Hence+(y, , fTs , T) 
is not in M for 71 3 n, , and there is a w,~ > 0 such that $(yn , fTn , r + t) 
is not in M for 0 < t < ZU~ and $(yn , fT,, r + t) -+ &W as t --f w,- 
(w, could be 03). Then since the solution starting at x, at time tfi goes to 
vxY?l YfTn , 7 + t) at time r, + T + t and goes t0 an/r as time -+ Tm f 7 + w,-, 
it is easy to see that 
%b7n ,f~, 3 7 + t), 7, + 7 + t> 6 v($(Yn , f? n> 7)~ 7, + T) < v(% , tn) 
(50) 
for 0 < t < w, and n > n, . From the boundedness off on G x Rf and 
the assumptions on V and c one can then conclude that there is a 6 > 0 such 
that C(tn) f & < v(#y.n , fTn , T), TV + T) < v(xn. , tn). Letting n --f a 
leads to c,, + 601 < c,, and this implies OL = 0. Hence y = {$(y,, , f *, T); 7 > 0} 
is in E and therefore in M, since the set y is QIP. This contradicts the 
assumption that M is not uniformly stable. It is clear, since M is uniformly 
stable, that no solution can leave M and therefore M is positively invariant. 
Since M is the largest QIP set in E, it contains the largest positively invariant 
subset of E. Hence M is the largest positively invariant subset of E. This 
completes the proof. 
In applications of this result it simplifies matters a great deal to know that 
M is the largest positively invariant subset of E, since largest positive 
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invariance is usually easy to identify, whereas identifying positive quasi- 
invariance can be more difficult. The example given below illustrates this. 
Note that if (a) V does not depend on t, (b) G is a bounded component of 
{x; V(x) < a}, and (c) ild is a single point p, then (i)-(iii) are automatically 
satistied and p is a uniformly stable attractor. The major gain, however, in 
studying stability is that r need not be negative definite. 
We now give an example illustrating how this result can be applied. The 
global asymptotic stability of this nonlinear system, in slightly more general 
form, was studied in 1960 by Levin and Nohel [12]. They pointed out that 
classical Liapunov theory could not be applied and carried out a lengthy and 
complex analysis to obtain sufficient conditions. Using Theorem 4, we obtain 
sufficient conditions directly with no difficulty. Note also that Peng’s result 
is not applicable and that in addition we are able to conclude uniform 
stability. 
For the equation 2 + h(~, y, t)k +-f(x) == 0, or the equivalent system 
assume that: 
2 =y, 
$ = -h(x, y, t)y -f(x), (51) 
(i) f is Cl, h, i3h/&, and ah/i3y exist and are continuous functions on 
R” x R+ and that these functions are all uniformly bounded for t 
in [0, cc~) and (x, y) in any bounded set in I?; 
(ii) h(x, y, t) 3 k(x, y) > 0 for y # 0 and k is a continuous scalar 
function on R2; 
(iii) $(x) > 0 for s # 0 and S(X) = J-:~(s) ds ---f 0~) as [ x / +- CD. 
We shall show that the origin is a globally and uniformly stable attractor. 
To see this, let V(X, y) = By2 + S(X). Then 17(x, y, t) = --Iz(x, y, t) y2 < 
-k(s, y) y”. For any c > 0 take G = ((x, y); V(x, y) < c>. Then clearly G 
is open, bounded, and positively invariant, and E is the intersection of G and 
the x-axis. If y = 0 and x f 0, then j = -f(x) + 0 and every such 
solution leaves the r-axis. Hence &I is the origin and all the conditi.ons of 
Theorem 4 are satisfied. Therefore, the origin is a uniformly stable attractor. 
Global stability follows since c was arbitrary and V(x, y) --f co as x:z + y’ - co, 
The above example can be improved with some help from the perturbation 
results developed here. 
Consider the following differential equations 
3i = f'(X, t), 
* = f (x, t> + &, t), 
52 = f (x, t) + g(x, t) + hjx, t)? 
and consider the assumptions listed below. 
(52j 
(53) 
(54) 
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f satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2 and for j’ E J$ and 
X(O) E 2 C R”, the positive limit sets for all bounded solutions 
to (52) lie in EC R”. 
g satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2 andg, -+ 0 in f as 7 -+ co. 
For some to > 0, the set E is uniformly stable with respect to (53) 
on h , ~1. 
There exists a Liapunov function V for (53) on Z x R-k. 
If x ft E, there exists a tl > 0 and an E$ > 0 such that t;(s, t) > 
V(X,, T) + Ed for all x0 on the boundary of E whenever t 2 7 & tl . 
If g E lz = 0, then p < -W(X) < 0 at each s in Z, for t a.e.; 
W is continuous on Z, and Es = (X E .Z: I%‘(~) = 01. 
For any bounded set A in 2, 1 aVj8x / is bounded on A x R+; 
h satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2; and / /z(x, t)j < fiA(t) 
for t a.e. at each x in A and 
f 
,I ,@zi(t) dt < co. 
THEOREM 5. 
(a) rf (Hl) and (H2) ho.@ & a soZ~~~on to (53) ~~u~~ ilz 2 and is 
bounded, then there is some p&t x0 in E such t&at x0 is in the positive 
limit set for this solution. 
(b) If (Hl), FW, and (H3) hold, tken E co&a&s the positive limit set 
for any bo~~ded sol~tio~ to (53) in 2. 
(cl 47 VW, VW, W4), tY5), and (H7) hold (or if (H2), (H4), (H6), 
and (H7) hold and f satisJies the conditions of Theorem 2), then the 
largest QIP subset of E (or. E,) with respect to (52) contains the 
positive limit set for any bounded so~uti~ to (54) in 2. 
I”rooj. (a) The positive limit set L+(f -+- g, z) is nonempty if (HI) holds 
and the solution is bounded. Suppose x* f.L+(f + g, x). Then it follows from 
Corollary 5 that there exists a sequence {TV> such that 7, -+ co and 
$(x, f + g, 7, + t) 3 $(x*, (f + g)*, t) uniformly on compact sets in .R as 
la -+ oz However, from (H2), (f + g)* = j* + g* = j* and #(z*, f *, t) -+ E 
as t -5 co in accordance with (III). Therefore, given any E > 0, there exists 
an x,EE, a t,, and a 7% such that / 4(x*, f *, tJ - x, j < c/2, and 
I #-,f + g, 7, + te) - 4(x*, f *, &)I -c 4. It fdows thaq&,f + g, 7% -t C) 
is within E of gG in E. By choosing a sequence (l/k] for E, a sequence of t,‘s 
are found such that +(x,f + g, t%) is within ilk of E and t, -+ M as k -3 co. 
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Since the solution is bounded, a convergent subsequence exists and the limit 
point is in both E and the positive limit set for $(x, f + g, t). 
(b) This follows immediately from (a) and the definition of uniform 
stability. 
(c) Note that from (H4), 
a continuous nonnegative function on 2. 
It follows from Corollary- 7 and Part (a) that some point x0 in E (or Eaj 
is in the positive limit set (noting that (H7) implies h, + 0 in 9 as 7 ---f co)= 
Suppose x1 is in the positive limit set and x1 is not in E (or E,). 
Then given any Z- > 0 and any S > 0 there exists t, > t, > t such 
that /4(x, f + g + h, tr) - x,, 1 < 6; x0 is on the boundary of E (or E,); 
and j $(x, f + g + h, te) - .x1 / < 6. It follows from the definition of a 
Liapunov function that 
JJ(#(.r, f + g + h> GA tzj - W(f + g + h, fd, fd 
and A is a bounded set containing the solution in its interior. 
%+,f + g + h, h), ta> 3 Q, , tz) - K I C(-y, f + g + h, ts) - ~1 I 
(57) 
and 
W(“T, f + g + h, h), td < W-o , G> + K I 4(x, f + g + h, h) - xo I. 
W 
If (H5) holds, then V(x, , tP) 3 IT(xo , ti) + eZ1 for t, suflkiently large and 
t, > t, . If t, and t, are chosen such that j $(x,f + g f h, ZJ - 3~~ j < jezl/4K) 
and I #, f + g + h, td - x0 I < jczl14K), and 
s t; PA(~) dt < kc,/4K), 
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noting that IF < 0, combining (56), (57), and (58) gives 
+ Kl+",f+g + A, &I - ql I < (3%,/4) 
which contradicts (H5). It follows that the positive limit set is in E. 
Now suppose (H6) holds. Let 
(59) 
VI = V(x, t) + lrn Kp,(s) ds. 
t 
Then r,(x, t) = P(x, t) + aV(x, t)/&c . h(x, t) - KflA(t) < 0 on A since F 
is a Liapunov function for (53). It follows that Vr is a Liapunov function 
for (54) on A. 
Let W(x,) = a > 0. Then there exists a neighborhood of radius S around 
x, such that W(x) > a/2 and such that 6 < max{2MA/9Q, , a/12KQ,} where 
QA = sup,,(APzl:,),tE~+ (I g(x, t) - g(xr , t)i/l x - x1 I), a Lipschitz bound for 
g, and MA is a bound for f on A. Since x1 is in the positive limit set of the 
solution, 4(t), there exists a sequence {tJ such that t, + 00 as n + co and 
I4hJ - %I < s/z 
s a, PA(~) dt dmax(S/12, Sa/32KMA}; tn 
and 
Is 
t,,+c?iBhfA 
tn 
g(x, s) ds 1 < max{S/12, a/SK}. 
The last inequality is assured since g, + 0 in JJ as 7 ---f co. Note that 
Is 
(:“iiRMAcj(t) dt 1 
< IJ 
"+6'4MA{f(~(~)> 
67 
q +gw>, t) + q+(t), f)ll 
d S/4 + W2 + Jty’lN1 I g(qW, t) - g@(t), 01 dt 
S (3 SQA) + j-e PAct) dt < ; + 4M, 2 < i (from the bound on 6). 
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These inequalities are valid as long as 4(t) stays within S of x. It follows that 
d(t) stays within the S radius of x1 on the interval [t% , t,! -+- S/4AFA]. 
< - 4 (Sj4MA) + s/4MA(K)(a/sK) 
C Sa/32MdJ < -Sa/16MA + K 6,/4M.,(3,/2 SQ,) < -Sa/32MA . 
WI 
l/, is a monotonic decreasing function of time along the solution. However, 
it passes within S/2 of xr infinitely often, each time decreasing by at least 
aS/32MA . Therefore, Vr + --03 as t --f 00, but this contradicts the 
assumption that 1;’ is a Liapunov function. It follows that the positive limit set 
lies in E, . 
Corollary 7 implies that the positive limit set is in the largest QIP subset 
of E, relative to f + g $- k. However, since (H7) implies that lz* = 0, hence 
(f+g + h)” =f* and the largest QIP subset of Es relative tof + h + h is 
the same as the subset relative to f. The same argument applies for the set E 
and the proof is complete. 
The usual Liapunov type methods can be used to establish boundedness of 
solutions. 
Sufficient conditions for g, to approach 0 in 9 as t + 03 are (i) g(x, t) -+- 0 
uniformly on compact sets in R” as t --f co, or (iij given any compact set B 
in lb’ and E > 0, there is a T = T(E, A) such that 
for all x in 4, or (iii) there is a T(E, Aj such that for 
t>T,O<s<l, / JttLS&, A) dA j < E 
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for all x in A. It can be shown that (iii) implies that gt + 0 in 3 as t -+ co 
since 
s 
‘g(x, t +h)dA+O 
0 
uniformly on compact sets in (3, s) as t --t 00. 
The above result follows for f autonomous from a result of Strauss and 
Yorke [15]. They obtain a condition on g which implies (iii) and although 
they assume g is continuous in (x, t), their proof holds for g satisfying the 
conditions of Theorem 2. 
Using these results, the stability property for the example (50) can be 
extended along lines like those considered by Onuchic [16]. 
k =y, 
(62) 
j + ff(x, y, t>y +W4 + G(.r, Y, t> +P& Y, t) + &> Y, t> = 0, 
and the following set of assumptions with respect to (62). 
(i) The function H(x, y, t) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2 and 
for each (x, y) in Ii”, H(x, y, t) > K(x, y) > 0 for t a.e. and K(x, y) 
is a continuous scalar function on Rz. 
(ii) For every Jordan curve y in R” containing the origin in its interior, 
there exists at least one point (x, y) E y such that yK(x, y) # 0. 
(iii) F(x) is locally& , xF(x) > 0 for all x # 0 and 
(iv) G satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2 and for each (x, y) in P, 
yG(x, y, t) 3 0 for t a.e. 
(v) p satisfies the conditions of Theorem2; p,-+O in 3 as P+ W; and at 
each X, y in Rr, y2H(x, y, t) + y(G@, y, t> +- P(? y, t)) 3 0 
for t a.e. 
(vi) q satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2; on any bounded set A, 
&, Y, t> < i6,&) where 
and there exists a Liapunov function I/, for (62), excluding q such 
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that for any (Iv@ , yO, s t f in RA X B+, there exists an 7 > 0 such 
that 
f v&r, y, t) - &(x0 , y. , to)) where S, = ((x, y): x2 -+ y2 < p2j. 
Then 
G I&w7 a. (631 
Using (!g as 8, r:$J as k (-.I-+, y, qy -yF(x) - G(&?, 3,: t)J as f ix-l 
Theorem 5, (HZ), (H4), fH6) and (H7) apply with W(x, 3)) = -y%jx, yj and 
I& = x-axis plus ((x, y): R(x, y) = O}. i?V/a x is bounded on any bounded set 
in S since V is C, and does not depend on t. Therefore, ali bounded solutions 
approach the largest subset of Ea which is QIP with respect to (62) when 
p = q z 0. However, since Y decreases, the positive limit set must consist 
of points on which V is constant. The set of points on which V is cosntant 
is either the origin or a Jordan curve containing ,the origin in the interior. 
If it is a Jordan curve, it is easily shown from the conditions on H and G that 
a limiting solution ~#(~*, F*, f)) must advance around the curve in finite time. 
Therefore, there is a point on the curve where W(x, y) # 0, a contradiction, 
It follows that the positive limit set is the origin or x(t) -+ 0 and k(t) = y(t) -+ 0 
ast+al. 
The boundedness of the solution follows from (vi> by noting that 
and 
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for (x(s), y(s)) in S, on [t, , t]. It follows from (vi) that &(x(t), y(t), t) < 
Fr(x, y, L) for all (x, y) satisfying x2 + y” = 6 and therefore, the solution 
can never cross the boundary of S, and is, therefore, bounded. 
8. GENERALIZATIONS 
The results in this paper can be applied to quasi-invariance in the negative 
direction or quasi-invariance (both directions) in a direct way for appropriate 
functions defined on LV x R. 
A topology similar to 4 may be applicable with certain limitations to 
Volterra integral equations as considered by Miller and Sell [3-51 or to 
functional differential equations to obtain more useful conditions for compact 
motion. The primary difficulty is that bounded sets in the domain of the 
function are no longer compact. 
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